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CAVE NOTES
Allen B. Kaplan - editor
CAVENOTESis a publication

ticles relating

of Cave Research Associates,

presenting

short

ar-

to speleology and karst studies,with reviews and discussion of

recent work in this

field ..

Contributions in the form of articles or letters are welcomed. All contributions Bubmitted should be typed, double-spaced with at least a one-inch margin.
Subscriptions
to CAVENOTESare available
for $1..00 per year (6 issues) or
on exchange. Mid-year subscriptions receive the earlier numbers of that volume.
Correspondence, contributions,
and subscriptions
to CAVENOTESshould be addressed to CAVEHESEARQ!ASSOCIATES, 19111 Berkll1ey Way, Berkeley 4, California.

AN EARTHQUAKE UNDERGROUND
by Arthur

L. Lange

On July 21, 1959, Tom Aley, George Mowat, and I were exploring
a passage at depth in Silent River Cave, Grand Canyon, Arizona,
when we heard an awesome rumble.
I entered a brief note in my log
at the time, as follows:
IIJust betore entering :!>Ieander River Passage,
about 10:45 A.M., we
heard a long rumble, about 30 seconds. I thought it was thunder or a
jet sound penetrating
all
the way from the entrance. No rockfall was
noted in the cave at the time, and we resumed exploring. It

Upon returning to North Rim Village,
we learned that an earthquake
of Richter magnitUde 5 had taken place. 1 Ita epicenter was
fixed near Fredonia, Arizona,
some 60 miles northwest
of Silent
River Cave. Earthquakes are uncommon in the Grand Canyon area, so
we did not suspect this one at the time.
The official report of the event is
logical Society of America Bulletin:2

documented

in the Seismo-

"Utah-Arizona border,
July 21, 1959
17h39m29s GCT, 37"N, 112!"W
(USCGS). Magnitude
5 1/2 - 5 3/4 (Pasl. The earthquake
knocked dishes
and canned goods to noors,
started minor rockslides,
and swayed autonobUes on the streets
over a wide area of southern. Utah and northern
Arizona. Bricks fell from at least
one chimney and plaster was shaken
from the county courthouse in Kanab, Utah. There were no reported injuries. The shock was felt as far south as Flagstaff,
Arizona."
At our location at the junction
of Meander River and Mary'g
Hall,
approximately
800 feet within
the cave and 150 feet below
the entrance~ the tremor was heard but not really felt. I recalled
-
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it to be a sustained, low pitched rumble resembling prolonged thun·
der. Although, to my knowlege, this 1s the only documented report
of an earthquake experienced
in an American cave,
other occurrences are to be expected, particularly as cave exploring becomes increasingly popular in California, where earthquakes are common. On
the spot aocounts of damage underground would be of great value in
estimating the role
of earthquakes in cave collapse and enlarge-

ment.
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REVIEW

mammal bones
in the Buchan Dlstrlct-1.
p , 164-178.
Oct. 6, 1960.

vo l , 77, #6,

The inroads that the domestic animals and human population of
Australia are making on the primative animal life of that continent
have caused 90 much concern amonG the local naturalists that a
great effort is being made to stUdy this remarkable fauna before
it is too late. In response to strong appeals from within the Field
Naturalists Club, with funds provided by the M.A. Ingram Trust, the
Fauna Survey Group was formed to make an intensive study of the
local fauna. Also, reflecting the trend toward serious stUdy, there
has been a change in the format of the Victorian Naturalist to include scientific articles in addition to natural history articles
for the layman.
The first major contribution of this sort to appear in the Journal is a description of mammal skeletons from caves in Victoria.
A
comparison of the cave collection with what is known about the contemporary mammals bas shed light on the population changes of the
native marsupials since the introduction of rats, rabbits, foxes,
house cats, and other animals by the early Europeans.
From four caves in the Buchan District a collection of skeletons
was made which,
so far, includes over 2000 individuals of 18 species of marsupials and an undetermined number of rodents, bats,
birds, lizards, and insects. Two of the caves (M27 and M28) appear
to be Native Cat dens, although the Native Cat, Dasyurus quoll, haa
been very rare or absent from this region since the epidemic of
1901-03. The other two seem to be almost exclusively owl caves
(Mabel and Pyramids). Of the four, Pyramids Cave may be the oldest,
since its deposit contains Burramya pervus and Gymnobelideus
leadbeateri.
B. parvus previously bas been known only from late Plels- 11 -

tocene deposits but here 1s contemporaneous
with Recent fauna.
The
Leadbeaterls Possum,
G. leadbeaterl,
1s so rare that only
five
specimens are recorded in museums;
however,
a good series haa now
been collected from Pyramids Cave. The remains
of two individuals
from M27 Cave look fresh enough to suggest that this species
may
not yet be extinct. This study has gathered good information concerning the undisturbed fauna of the region and the predatory
habits of the Native Cat and owls which will aid immeasurably
in the
current survey of the species still existing in the Buchan District.
Comments regarding the state of preservation,
coloration,
density,
and distribution
of the skeletal material should be of value to
speleologists studying the eVolution
of this karst system,
especially if radiocarbon datings become available.
Because it is possible that some animals missed by standard surveying techniques may turn up in owl pellets, on cave floors, or in
archeological material, local faunal lists should be supplemented
by a thorough study of such collections.
These last techniques are
often overlooked in this application.
To illustrate the potential value of such collections
I have
selected three descriptions of Recent surface bone collections from
North American caves which I would suppose were unpretentious-looking in the field, but, after proper stUdy, yielded noteworthy
results. The first is a series of bones removed from an old woodrat
nest (BADER, R.S. & J.S. HALL. Mammalian remains from an Indiana
cave. Journal of Mammology, vol. 41, #1, p. 111-112. Feb. 1960.).
Of the eleven species represented, the woodrat,
Neotoma floridana,
and the skunk, Spilogale putorius,
occur beyond previously known
ranges of these species, while the porcupine, elk, and white-tailed
deer are now extinct in Indiana. A small sample of surface bones
collected from West Virginia yielded late Pleistocene
and Recent
species of such interest that the author reccomends that a systematic collection be made from other caves of this area (I{ANDLY, C.O.
Jr. Bones of mammals from West Virslnia caves. Amer. Mid. Nat.,
vol. 56, #1, p. 250-256.
July 1956. J.
In Mex Lco , where little is
known about mammalian fauna, a collection of animal remains
from
the floors of three caves in the Sierra Madre Oriental
of southwestern Tamaulipas indicated the presence of eight species here and
extends the altitudinal
or ecological ranges of others, thus supplementing previous work and aiding in the definition of the faunal
gradient of the tropical mammals of this region. The authors stresA
the value of using owl pellet deposits as a cross-check on standard
trapping technique (KOO~~N, K.F. & P.S. MARTIN.
Subfossil -mammals
from the Gomez Farias Region and the tropical gradient
of eastern
lfJexico. Journal of Mammolo~v, vol. 40, #1, p. 1-12.
Feb. 1959.).
One major difficulty
in working with bones from the surface of
cave floors is the lack of stratigraphic contrOl, but this deficiency can be offset by the character of the fauna, the state of
preservation, radiocarbon datings, or a stUdy of the geologic history of the cave. Specialists making cave collections
can receive
valuable aid from a reliable speleologist, and, in return, make a
contribution to the understanding of the cave. The science of speleology in essence is the combined knowlege of biology,
archeology,
meteorology, paleontology, geology, and exploration, and in this re·
I
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spect only after an integration of all these approaches can a proper understanding be reached of the underground environment we de"Bignete as a cavea
Richard E. Graham, CaRaAa

*

*

*

*

*

*

EDITORIAL

The increasingly more frequent ed Lt.or-Le.Le on cave conservation
appearing
in various cave journals signify an encouraging awareness of a distressing problem on the part of conscientious speleologists and cave devotees. The problem is how to protect open
caves from both deliberate and accidental vandalism.
The policies
of Cave Research Associates ha.ve been directed toward keeping cave
location information in the hands of responsible
cave scientists
and generally discouraging pleasure trips to vulnerable caves. The
tendency
of the ~ational Speleological Society lately has been to
keep cave location information
from unorganized cave explorers,
emphasizing care in cave travel among its own members,
but at the
same time stimulating caving as a sport according to the natural
bent of most of it~ large membership,
who are not scientists, artists, or others having actual "business II underground a By encouraging caving enthusiasm,
we inadvertently accelerate the damaging
of caves, for even the most considerate caver will leave behind
him traces of his presence in every cave he visitsa These are -most
conspicuous in caves entered for the first time.
It is a somewhat frustrating experience for a speleologist or
a cave photographer to realize that his very presence disturbs the
natural and delicate environment of a cave; to see broken crystals
where he has had to walk, muddy pools, accidentally broken stalactites--thls happens--but, fortunately, most speleologlsts are not
so conscientious that they give up the pursuit. But what does one
say to a troop of Boy Scouts, a geology field group, or even a
body of disciplined cavers coming into his workshop to have a good
time? Why shouldn't they? There are few realms left in our country
where young people and older can experience the thrill of disCOVery, and few holding the scientific fascination and aesthetic
appeal for the student and artist. Each deservedly has the right to
enter and should not be required to hold any "urn.on card II to do so,
For any organization to inviegle a cave owner to restrict his cave
to listed persons
is unfair and selfish--and in this matter I am
grinding no ax; I merely do not believe that restricting cave access to organized parties,
either by influence of cave owners, or
by locks and keys, is a fair solution to our conservation problems.
The solution lies in passivity--in not overtly encouraging
and
promoting caving as a sport. Organizations tend to grow, but they
should grow in stature, not in numbers.
Let those who discover
caving keep their rights to explore local caves and go their own
-
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ways. Cave visitation
unified communication.

is less likely to thrive in anarchy than in

This 1s one thesis and undoubtedly an unpopular one. I suggest
it not as a panacea, but as an alternative for consideration.
Arthur L. Lange

DISCUSSION
Discussion of review (Cave Notes, vo'l, 2, #1, p, 4-5. Jan./Feb. 1960.) of article by H.W. Franke, Beitrllge zur ~lorphologie des Hbhl.enedrrtere, 2. Mitteilung
Die H6hle, Jahrgang 10, Heft 3, 1959.
Es freut nucn, dass meine oben genarmte Publikation in den "Cave Not.es" Bea.chtung gefunden hat. Sie sollte eine Anregung dafllr sein,
an ein schwierges
Problem einmal auf einem ander-enweg, mit demAnsatz einer Wahrscheinlichkeitsverteilung,
her-aneugehen, Selbstverstlindlich Let., wenn tlberhaupt , von dieser
Methodeour eine N!1herungsH~sungzu erwarten; meine Gf.edchungha.tte dem Zwack,
ein hypothetisehes Modell zu geben, dessen Formgesetze mit denen der RealitKt zu
vergleiehen war-en, urn Anhaltspunkte fllr bessere Nl:llierungsl8sungen zu finden.
Dieser Wegist in der Atomphysikgebrl!uchlich. In diesem Sinn aber unterseheiden
sieh die Beiden von A. Kaplan angefUhrten Gleichungen nicht von meiner Gleichung
(2)~~unci sind somit als Lbeungevor-schl.agegleichberechtigt.
Die ersten beiden
Glieder einer Reihenentwicklung sowohl f'Ilr grosse wie rtlr kleine r sind ftl.r alle
drei Gleichungen gleich,
wenn man die Faktoren a, b, c, d und ro so abstirmnt,
dass sde den in Fig. 3 wiedergebenen Kur-venent.sprechen (die dabei angebenen
Gleichungen A, B, und C passen nicht zur Zeichnung). Ebenso ist
aus den Kurven
zu ersehen, dass sie Formenbeschreiben, wie sie fUr Stalagmiten aus der Beobachtung her bekannt sind.
Da Ausscheidung unter ~asser ausdrUeklich ausgeschlossen war, trifft
aueh die
beispielhafte Betrachtung nicht den Kern. Dagegenbestehen A. Kaplans Einw~nde
gegen die stark idealisierten
Voraussetzungen und die dftrftigen M8g1ichkeiten
zur Verallgemeinerung zweifellos
zu Recht - ich habe sie als unve~eidbaren
Mangel dieser Het.hodebewusst in Kauf genormen, \1eitere Arbeiten haben gezeigt,
dass es doch bessere Wagegibt, als die hier zur Diskussion stehenden. Dabsi hat
sieh ergeben, dasa eine genl!herte Durchdringung mit mathematisehen Mitteln sehr
wohl m8g1ich ist,
we~>Lsie sich auch nicht mit einfaehen funktionalen Zuaamrren-.
nhngen erfassen Uisst."" Das sagt aber niehts gegen den Versuch mit einem mathematischen Vergleichsmodell.
Herbert W. Franke
I am pleased that rrw publication mentioned above has racei ved attention
in
Cave Notes. Hopefully, it should stimulate still another approach to a difficult
problem by means of probability distributions.
In general it is obvious that wa
can expect only an approximate soluti.on by this nEthed; my equation has the purpose of offering a hypothetical
rrpdel whose shape maybe compared with reality,
so that we may find a starting point for better approx:i.ma.tions.This is a customary approach in atomic physics. But in this sense, bot!l: of the proposed equations of A. Kaplan are not different from nw equation (2),
and so are of equal.
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value as proposed solutions.
The first two terms of a series development are
the same in all three equations
for either large or small r, if the factors
a, b, c , d , and ro are fixed in such a manner that they correspond to the curve
given in Fig. 3. (Equations A, B, and C established
in this manner would not
correspond to the diagram.) Similarly,
it can be seen that the shapes described
are those of stalagmites as known from observation.
Since precipitation
under water was exprees'l.y excluded, its consideration
as
an example is beside the point.
On the other hand, A. Kaplan I e objections
to
the strongly idealized hypotheses and the inadequate possibility
of generalization are undoubtedly correct--I have accepted them as unavoidable deficiencies
of this method. Further work has shown that there are even better methods than
those which are discussed here.
Furthermore, it has been established mathematlcE!J.ly that an adjacent penetration
can occur even if it cannot be expressed.
by simple functions**. But this does not argue against the study of a mathematicalt1Pdel.
Herbert. W. Franke
(Translated by R. deSaussure, C.R.A.)

*

**

Equation A in Cave Notes review.
FRANKE,
H.W.
Formgesetze des H8hlensinters.
Atti dell'
I S;wP.osiumInternazionale di S~leologM-, Varenna 1960. (to be published)
Der schichtenweise Aufbau der Bodenaapfen, Die H8hle, 12 Jgg.,

Heft 1, 1961. (to be published)
ANNOTATED
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